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Executive Summary (One Minute Read)
La Mancha Africa S.A.R.L. v Commissioner of Taxation (FCA) - taxation - Harman
undertaking - yields to inconsistent legal obligations - does not abrogate any duty or compulsion
imposed by law or statute - does not preclude Commissioner from using subpoenaed
documents in lawful exercise of his powers (I B)
Brady v NULIS Nominees (Australia) Limited in its capacity as trustee of the MLC Super
Fund (No 2) (FCA) - aggregate damages - not identified proposed methodology - existence of
‘vested’ and ‘non-vested’ classes of group members may affect calculation - application
dismissed (I B C G)
Walker v Members Equity Bank Ltd (FCA) - time limit for instituting prosecution - “may” be
commenced within three years after commission of offence - finding that provision is restrictive
(B I B C G)
Camm Cattle Company Pty Ltd v Acumen Finance Pty Ltd (No 2) (FCA) - Contracts Commercial Contracts, Banking, Finance and Insurance - finding that financial services provider
failed to demonstrate that it used reasonable endeavours to procure a loan offer (B I)
Thorn v Monteleone; Thorn v Kelly (NSWCA) - negligence - damages - challenge to award of
damages made by primary judge to injured respondent - Workers Compensation - uninsured
liabilities - appeal dismissed, with costs (I B C)
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Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read)
La Mancha Africa S.A.R.L. v Commissioner of Taxation [2021] FCA 1564
Federal Court of Australia
Davies J
Taxation - Harman undertaking - an implied undertaking to the court that documents obtained
as a result of the compulsory processes of the court will only be used for the purposes for which
they were disclosed and will not be used for a collateral or ulterior purpose, Harman v Secretary
of State for Home Department [1983] 1 AC 280 - the Commissioner of Taxation (Commissioner)
is a party to a proceeding - documents produced under subpoena in the proceeding by a third
party - that limitation is sought "for the avoidance of doubt" - the Harman undertaking constrains
the Commissioner's use of the subpoenaed documents without a release from the Court Harman undertaking yields to inconsistent legal obligations - Harman obligation does not
abrogate any duty or compulsion imposed by law or statute - Harman undertaking does not
preclude the Commissioner from using subpoenaed documents in the lawful exercise of his
powers and functions.
La Mancha Africa S.A.R.L. (I B)
Brady v NULIS Nominees (Australia) Limited in its capacity as trustee of the MLC Super
Fund (No 2) [2021] FCA 1517
Federal Court of Australia
Markovic J
Practice and Procedure - Commercial Contracts, Banking, Finance and Insurance Superannuation - representative proceeding under Part IVA of the Federal Court of Australia
Act 1976 (Cth) - common questions for determination at initial trial - application by applicant for
question of aggregate damages to be determined at initial trial - threshold issues require
determination prior to consideration of quantum of aggregate damages - question of aggregate
damages arises only if applicant succeeds on liability case - applicant has not identified
proposed methodology for assessment of aggregate damages - not known how existence of
'vested' and 'non-vested' classes of group members will affect calculation of aggregate
damages - application dismissed.
Brady (I B C G)
Walker v Members Equity Bank Ltd [2021] FCA 1554
Federal Court of Australia
Mortimer J
Criminal law - Banking - Employment - Corporations - meaning of s12GB(6): does it impose a
"hard" or restrictive time limit on the bringing of a prosecution for conduct to which s12GB(1)
refers? - Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth) s12GB(6) prosecution of offence "may" be commenced within three years after commission of offence despite the use of the word "may", one-year time limit was construed as a "hard" time limit per
Hollis v ABE Copiers Pty Ltd - issue as to whether provision is facultative or restrictive -
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interaction with Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) s15B - relevance of legislative history - finding that
provision is restrictive.
Walker (B I B C G)
Camm Cattle Company Pty Ltd v Acumen Finance Pty Ltd (No 2) [2021] FCA 1570
Federal Court of Australia
Downes J
Contracts - whether submission of online application and terms and conditions on website
constituted acceptance of an offer - whether offer made by financial services provider on
website was sufficiently certain to be capable of acceptance - whether financial services
provider had intention to create legal relations as at time of submission of application - where
application completed and submitted by unauthorised person - adverse inferences drawn from
failure to call witnesses and tender relevant documents to support pleaded case - finding that no
agreement was reached in the manner alleged - finding that financial services provider failed to
demonstrate that it used reasonable endeavours to procure a loan offer.
Camm Cattle Company Pty Ltd (B I)
Thorn v Monteleone; Thorn v Kelly [2021] NSWCA 319
Supreme Court of New South Wales - Court of Appeal
Macfarlan JA , Simpson AJA
Negligence - damages - challenge to award of damages made by primary judge to injured
respondent - whether post-accident surveillance footage of respondent and medical evidence
properly taken into account by primary judge - whether primary judge erred in making awards
under certain heads of damage - credit-based factual findings by judge - no appellable error by
primary judge established - Workers Compensation - uninsured liabilities - payments of workers
compensation by Nominal Insurer to injured worker - partial reimbursement to Nominal Insurer
by employers - third party tortfeasor liable for worker's injury - whether employers able to claim
against third party tortfeasor under s151Z(1)(d) Workers Compensation Act for all of workers
compensation payments made - proper construction of s151Z(1)(d) - meaning of "the person by
whom the compensation was paid" - employers properly to be regarded as person by whom
compensation paid - appeal dismissed, with costs.
Thorn v Monteleone; Thorn v Kelly (I B C)
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Poem for Friday
The Wind
By: Harold Monro
SO wayward is the wind to-night
’Twill send the planets tumbling down;
And all the waving trees are dight
In gauzes wafted from the moon.

Faint streaky wisps of roaming cloud
Are swiftly from the mountains swirl’d;
The wind is like a floating shroud
Wound light about the shivering world.

I think I see a little star
Entangled in a knotty tree,
As trembling fishes captured are
In nets from the eternal sea.

There seems a bevy in the air
Of spirits from the sparkling skies:
There seems a maiden with her hair
All tumbled in my blinded eyes.

O, how they whisper, how conspire,
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And shrill to one another call!
I fear that, if they cannot tire,
The moon, her shining self, will fall.

Blow! Scatter even if you will
Like spray the stars about mine eyes!
Wind, overturn the goblet, spill
On me the everlasting skies!
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_Monro
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